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THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

The only thing taking a pounding is the sport of boxing
WHENEVER I’m placed on the same
page as the Ultimate Fighting (or MMA,
whatever that stands for) it makes me a
bit uneasy.
Now I’d fancy myself as much as the

next man when it comes to fist hockey,
but it would have to be a fair fight, with
myself and my foe of an equal weight
and having had the same amount of
pints taken.
And it would also have to be agreed

before a knuckle was swung that face
shots are not allowed and that we’ll fall
into a shoulder-hold overcome by
emotional respect for each other some-
where between 15 and 30 seconds in.
Most physical fighting is posturing,

something we all learn waiting around
for fights to get underway in school.
Out of maybe 80 organised scraps in

my time at secondary school, I’d rate
three at best as crackers and it was
usually the hyped ones that would let
you down. Around half of them would
end in a pile-on on top of the non-com-
batants in the vain hope that at least
one person might suffer a nosebleed.
I was handed the book “Knuckle” to

review last week and although I haven’t
got around to reading the blighter yet,
there was a show of the same name on
the same subject of bare-knuckle travel-
ler boxing on TV last Sunday night.
When you consider that some of our

finest amateur boxers are from the
community, it is telling when you hold up
this bloody feud-driven alternative to the
genuine skill shown by Olympic boxers.
One clearly overweight man survived

a tentative onslaught on the hottest day
of the year in the UK and honour was re-
stored to both families with the result of

a draw because the fat man didn’t keel
over of dehydration.
Of course, you don’t have to form a

ring in a car-park to witness the side of
the fight game that oozes something
other than class. British heavyweight
Derek Chisora managed to slap Vitali
Klittscko before their fight in Munich last
weekend, then spit in his brother’s face
once in the ring (classy champ Vladimir
showed remarkable restraint) and pro-
voked a scuffle with former contender
David Haye at the post-match press
conference.
To round off a good week for British

pro boxing, one of the few men you
might admire, Carl Froch, admitted to

deliberately prolonging fights so his
family could cash in with bets on the
winning rounds.
Now some people might see

something wrong with this when it
comes to sportsmanship, but it is Froch
who can decide when to take someone
out in the ring if he feels he is going to
win the fight. The only thing you can
fault him for is opening up his mouth
and telling anybody!
Recommendation: I don’t know

much about MMA but I’ve been advised
that ESPN’s big fight this weekend
between Ben Henderson and Frankie
Edgar will be a classic and to get on the
11-10 that Hills offer on the former.

MMA
By BEN VICKERS

THE Kentish Town Forum in
London bore witness to the
best UK MMA show I have
ever seen last Saturday.

Cage Warriors 45 confirmed what
has been rumoured for a while; it is
by far the best UK MMA promotion
and almost the best in Europe.

The quality of the card was superb
and there was no shortage of excite-
ment and drama, with a mix of con-
troversy thrown in.

The stage was set by two rip roar-
ing amateur bouts. The show opener
saw ‘grappler’ Olly Battell of the
MMA Clinic go toe to toe with ‘sub-
mission artist’ Thomas Martin from
SBG Ireland.

Both young fighters met in the
centre and began to trade crisp and
technical looking punches.

Battell looked the more powerful
and when he landed his first clean
shot Martin was in trouble, he hit
the floor and Battell pounced.

The referee stepped in and Battell
took the KO victory.

That set the bar and what followed
was no disappointment. Two more

amateurs went to war in the next
bout with Luke Killick defeating Ar-
tur Dudek by rear naked choke after
a bloody affair.

The pro card got underway with
Ben Hajir of the MMA Clinic against
Michael Jones from Gods of War.

Jones dominated the scrap from
the first minute with solid wrestling
but Hajir’s slick Ju Jitsu kept him in
the fight and in the third round his
persistence paid off as he nicked the
fight from Jones’s grasp with a bru-
tal armbar which left his opponent
writhing in agony on the floor.

Another new pro made his mark
on the MMA world, Charlie Watts of
the MMA Clinic showed great com-
posure in a clinical win over a tough
foe in Chad Brown.

Watts controlled the action for the
first round and was wearing Brown
down with low kicks and crisp
strikes. They came out for the
second and watts landed a huge take-

down, transitioned to the mount
where he rained down accurate
strikes forcing Brown to tap.

In the third preliminary fight
Jacek Toczydlowski ground out a de-
cision win over Shah Hussain in a
wrestler versus striker battle.

It was a good win for
Toczydlowski who needed it after
two straight defeats.

The main card began with another
good win for the MMA Clinic. Brett
Sizeland defeated Brett Bassett in a
bloody affair.

Basset hung too long on a single
leg in the first stanza and Sizeland
opened up a gushing wound in his
scalp with big elbows. The doctor
was called in to look at the cut and
decided it as not a fight stopper.

In between rounds the cuts man
worked hard and appeared to have
stopped the bleeding but it soon
opened up again and Basset looked
like he was wearing a red T-Shirt.

The referee had no choice but to
stop the contest as Basset was losing
too much blood. Sizeland improved
to 5-1 after a solid all round display.

The theme of elbows ran strongly

through the night with heavyweight
Dave Keeley stopping Eddy Bengts-
son with a devastating elbow after
surviving a tight kimura attempt
form the swede.

Then in the next bout SBG Ire-
land’s devastating fighter Conor Mc-
Gregor unleashed hell on the talen-
ted Steve O’Keefe.

McGregor came out like a raging
bull landing devastating shots and
knees from the outset of this feather-
weight contest.

O’Keefe looked for his take down
but, like Basset earlier in the even-
ing, dwelled to long in one position
and McGregor slammed elbow after
elbow into his head forcing the ref to
jump in and bring a halt to proceed-
ings after just 93 seconds.

McGregor asked Cage Warriors
for a shot at the featherweight title, I
would like to see that!

Another SBG fighter was in action
in the middleweight tournament;
Chris Fields took on veteran Jack
Mason. Fields topped his team
mate’s quick win with a vicious
head kick and follow up punches to
earn the win after just 50 seconds, he

moves on to fight John Phillips in
the semi-finals.

The co-main event saw local fa-
vourite Brad Wheeler take on top
American wrestler JP Reese. The
two had an intense stare down at the
weigh ins and this had gone to
Wheeler’s head, he came out trying
to take Reese’s head off which played
into the wrestler’s hands.

Reese took Wheeler down at will
and although Wheeler was active off
his back he never got a foothold in
the fight. Reese won a deserved un-
animous decision.

The main event saw American
prospect Bobby Brents put on an
MMA master class against Spanish
Ju Jitsu black belt Rogent Llorent.

Brents landed crisp strikes and
powerful takedowns which left the
Spaniard with few ideas, Brents then
scored a knockdown and switched to
a arm triangle choke to win by sub-
mission with seconds left in round 1,
a perfect ending to an amazing show
from the cage Warriors team.

They are in action again on
Thursday night with Cage Warriors
46 in Kiev, Ukraine.

Irish fighters do well
in Kentish Town event

Warriors will pack plenty of
punch at Neptune Stadium

Organiser-in-chief Martin Horgan
of the Siam Warriors, off Blarney
Street, is confident of a 1,600
strong crowd and says that all
the ringside seats are sold out,
there are a limited number of tick-
ets still available from the gym or
from any of the competing fight-
ers.
Doors open at 5.45pm — the
action gets underway at 6pm and
the eight-man draw will be held in
the ring at 7.30pm.
There will also be an Irish title
fight involving Cork’s Dave
O’Brien, an explosive fighter with
a k.o rating and Dublin’s Carl Mc-
Callig for the national 75kgs
super-middleweight belt.
Tickets available on the door
from €30 or contact Martin
Horgan on 086-3035412.

THE Siam Warriors eight-man
eliminator ‘Fight Night’ will have
a real international flavour to it at
Neptune Stadium in Cork on Sat-
urday night.
Top rank fighters from Canada,
England and Ireland are topping
the bill and the eight-man fight
event carrying a cash purse of
€5,000 for the winner.
Cork’s Darren Cashman of the
Siam Warriors and Paul Budden
of Cork Thai are two of the local
stars on the bill and they are
joined by Limerick’s Robert Ng
and Canada’s Inter-Continental
title holder, Josh Palmer who is
originally from Leeside.
Galway’s Martin Conroy is also
on the bill and all the fighters are
of a good, high standard having
spent time in Thailand.

Darren Cashman, landing
an elbow while receiving

a punch from Darragh
Florez, Hanuman,

Galway.
Picture: Gerard Bonus


